Sprays as an instant foaming, deep penetrating liquid that flows inside intricate chains and cables where the greatest stress occurs.

Provides a thick foam that clings to vertical surfaces. As foam breaks, lubricant penetrates into wire rope, rollers, pins, links and bushings of chains. Leaves a lubricating film, which reduces friction, wear and corrosion. When applied to wire ropes and cables, the *Moly and other additives plate the strands to provide anti-wear and rust protection. (*Moly is molybdenum disulfide)

• An Aerosol Product
• Fortified with *Moly! • Prevents Corrosion
• High Temperature and Pressure Resistance

FOR USE BY:
• Industrial Facilities • Shipyards
• Steel Mills • Aircraft Maintenance
• Material Handling • Road Equipment
• Construction • Mining
• Containerized Shipping Companies

FOR USE ON:
• Chains • Booms • Hoists
• Saws • Open Gears • Fittings
• Cables • Tow Lines
• Wire Cable • Cranes
• Winches • Power Drives